Your Excellency,
Greetings for the day.
I am getting more concerned related to Agriculture day by day.
News related to Srilanka, China and Ukraine were more disturbing.
In news, I was able to know that many are dying for food in Srilanka, China and Ukraine.
Initially, Forest Lands got converted to Agricultural Land.
Slowly Industrialization started. Many agricultural lands were utilized for building Industries.
Forest Land getting converted to Agricultural Land and Agricultural Land getting converted to Living Land
and for Industrial Purpose started as a trend.
Now, as a mandatory part for the well being of environment and human health, we are maintaining
some part of our nation as a forest on a strict basis.
But conditions like drought, heavy rainfall, unexpected motive to sell the agricultural land for industry or
real estate due to previous bad experience of the losses suffered would be bringing down the
agricultural yield year by year. Finally, this would even effect our nation’s well being.
Link related to impact of disasters and crises on Agriculture and Food:
https://www.fao.org/3/I8656EN/i8656en.pdf
Today our neighboring countries are suffering due to lack of food.
We would not like to see the same bad condition in our nation or any extremes where one man will eat
another man as food.
So growing green food has become the main part of most essential service.
It is best part of our nation to give independence for framers to grow their expected food.
It is also best part of our nation to donate food for neighboring countries whoever requests with real
pain.
But going further, we would have to plan collectively through Government for the perfect win-win
situation. Perfect win-win situation means: “natural disasters like flood or other issues are foreseen
through scientific methods and actions are taken accordingly with an alternate plan through Smart
Agriculture system like Drone and Hydrophonic Farms”.
Link for Hydrophonic Farm: https://www.agritecture.com/blog/2019/10/21/indias-hydroponic-farmersare-growing-fresh-pesticide-free-produce
Link for Drone based Agriculture: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2YPG8PO9JU
In best interest of our nation, Farmers and Government would have to work in a collaborative mode
such that all agricultural yields will be planned to such an extent where we target ourselves to be selfsufficient for selling or donating the required food to rest of other Continents also. When we plan to
have farmers and Government in a collaborative mode, we would have to involve army methodology

where reports related to progress will be discussed and action will be taken on each lacuna on weekly
basis like Monday Meetings in MNCs.
There could be more lands where Agriculture may have been stopped completely due to lack of human
resource who want to serve nation as a farmer. These lands could have become unproductive or it may
still have the same productivity rate. If all lands are accounted and wherever Farmers are absent or
unable to grow crops due to lack of human resource are recognized, Government will be able to have
the best plan to get best yield from all Agricultural lands.
We have faced many unexpected after results soon after COVID-19 and Ukraine-Russia War’s Impact on
Global Economy. Even within the country there are some impacts on agriculture due to strike for various
reasons.
Since these external and internal factors affect the growth of Agriculture in our nation which in turn will
affect everyone in the long run, we need to have the collaboration of Farmers with Government
Authority to the best extent possible like a company. It is also best for Government to take firm decision
for deployment of Farmers from Government side wherever agricultural lands are not utilized in the
right way. So that, our nation will be present on safer and healthy side.

Thanking You in Advance,
Jai Hind,
With Best Regards,
KumaraswamyHollaV

